REMEMBERING AZNALCÓLLAR APRIL 25, 1998
Celebrating A Long Commitment to Stabilization & Recovery

The landscape of the Doñana nature reserve, one of the largest protected areas in EU and a Ramsar World Heritage Site for its importance in bird migrations, still bears the scars of inundation by 5.2 million m$^3$ of acidic tailings from Boliden’s restart of the Aznalcóllar mine in Andalucía with an existing downstream TSF facility. The failure flow due to faulty foundations covered 3500 ha of agricultural land. The post failure response undertaken by miner and government set aside prior agreement on ultimate liabilities and was effective in stabilizing the Doñana and both affected rivers. There do remain serious not yet solvable problems with metals and arsenic in the Aznalcóllar pit which received all clean up debris and some arsenic threats on the flood plains and in the two rivers which need solution.
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This bibliography represents the best research and reporting we found in our journey to document all facets of the April 25, 1998 tailings facility failure. All of these sources are authoritative and accurate and offer analysis and data that is relevant to loss prevention and response beyond this particular failure. All of these sources are therefore also consistent one to the other on virtually all relevant details. We will shortly prepare a World Mine Tailings Failures narrative and meanwhile invite you to visit our “installation” on the anniversary of this failure at [www.worldminetailingsfailures.org](http://www.worldminetailingsfailures.org). If we have missed any important papers on this failure and recovery from it, would appreciate adding them and we will revise or add slides as indicated by new sources.

We thank Bill Price, Kevin Morin, Bernhard Dold, and Jim Kuipers for their suggestions of important research works, peer review and the privilege of exchange on the core issues presented by the facts of this failure.

Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org
April 25, 2020
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